GUIDELINES FOR GRANT OF FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE
FOR MOBILITY EQUIPMENT FOR DISABLED SOLDIERS

1. **Financial Assistance for Modified Auto Scooter, Modification of car and Wheel Chair**: Financial assistance for purchase of wheel chair, modified auto scooter and modification of car will be provided to the soldiers who have been disabled in service. The indl should be an amputee of either limb, paraplegic or requires support for walking, which should be clearly spelt out by the Army Medical auth. The Mobility equipment will be presented to the individual in the Exsm Rallies. The following documents should be attached with the application form :-

   (a) Disability Certificate.
   (b) Quotation of mobility equipment.
   (c) Latest medical documents.
   (d) Copy of Part II order showing nature of duty in which disabled.
   (e) Latest contact number.

2. **Wheel Chair -Second Issue after 07 years of First Issue**: All individuals who were earlier given wheel chair by R&W Section will be given a second issue on completion of 7 years of first issue, provided they have not received another wheel chair from any other source. The following documents should be attached with the application form :-

   (a) Latest Medical Documents.
   (b) Quotation of Wheel Chair.
   (c) Latest contact number.

3. **Modified Auto Scooter- Second Issue after 15 years of First Issue**: All individuals who were earlier given modified auto scooter by R&W Section will be given a second issue on completion of 15 years of first issue, provided they have not received another scooter from any other source. The following documents should be attached with the application form :-

   (a) Latest Medical Documents.
   (b) Quotation of Wheel Chair.
   (c) Photocopy of Registration Certificate (RC) of the previous modified auto scooter.
   (d) Latest contact number.

4. **Motorised Wheel Chair**: Financial assistance for motorized wheel chair will be provided to the soldiers for quadriplegic cases only. In case the individual has already been provided a wheel chair from MH Kirkee, PRC Kirkee and PRC Mohali or any other sources these cases will not be eligible for issue of a motorized wheel chair. The following documents should be attached with the application form :-

   (a) Disability Certificate.
   (b) Quotation of motorized wheel chair.
   (c) Latest medical documents.
   (d) Copy of Part II order showing nature of duty in which disabled.
   (e) Latest contact number.